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Our intent is to present a mechanism suitable for agents
that, immersed in an environment that is simultaneously cooperative
and competitive, have to learn its own best behaviour not only from an
individual point of view but also from a global perspective of the system. We consider the learning mechanism we propose to be a multi-agent
learning mechanism not only because there are multiple agents learning
concurrently in the same environment but also because it allows them to
understand how to improve their performance and still not to damage
the performance of the other agents. We tested our learning mechanism
over the Disruption Management in Airline Operations Control Center
application domain and the results show that it provides a good performance to the agents in cooperative as well as in competitive situations
in the environment.
Abstract.

1

Introduction

The implementation of learning mechanisms in multi-agent systems has proved
to be useful in both cooperative or competitive environments [8] [10]. Our intent
is to present a mechanism suitable for agents that, immersed in an environment that is simultaneously cooperative and competitive, have to learn the best
behaviour not only from an individual point of view but also from a global perspective of the system. The motivation for this research is a multi-agent system
named MASDIMA (Multi-Agent System for Disruption Management) [2] [3],
which is a system responsible for solving disruptions in airline operational plans
and that is currently under development. Although this mechanism was designed
and developed for this specic system, it has been designed in such a way that,
in our opinion, it can also be applied successfully in other scenarios.
Consider a group of Respondent Agents (RA) that have been asked for potential solutions to a given problem. This problem can be decomposed on several
dierent but interdependent dimensions and each of the RAs is responsible for
only one of those dimensions. However, the problem must be solved as a whole.
Therefore, the several RAs have to cooperate in order to solve the problem.
This can be done through a sequential approach, where the rst agent solves the
problem for its dimension, imposes certain restrictions to the next agents (to
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deal with the interdependencies between dimensions) and sends its solution as
an input (and also a constraint) for the second agent, and so on along a chain
of agents until the problem is solved. However, this approach will shorten the
set of solutions, as the second agent has already certain restrictions it cannot
violate. In our approach, we use a multi-round negotiation process between all
RAs: each one of them will concurrently start the problem solving process by
nding a solution for its own dimension and will ask to all other agents to complete it. After receiving all partial solutions, each one of the RAs will propose
an integrated solution which includes its own solution on the dimension it is
responsible for and, at the same time, includes possible solutions to the other
dimensions. These proposals are then sent to the Organizer Agent (OA) which
represents the global perspective of the system.
The OA evaluates the received proposals, chooses the best one and classies
the agent who proposed it as the winner of the round. It also provides some
additional qualitative feedback regarding its own evaluation about all attributes
of the proposal. This information is then sent by the OA to all RAs. The RA
who won the previous round will maintain its proposal. The loser RAs shall
adapt their proposal to the qualitative feedback received in order to propose
a more suitable solution to the preferences of the OA in the future. Notice
that the real values of those preferences are private to the group of RAs. The
qualitative feedback received is the only information available for them to adapt
their proposals.
By this description, it is clear that the RAs have two dierent roles in the
negotiation. They need to cooperate among them in order to solve the given
problem. At the same time, they are competing against each other as they all
want to be the winner of the negotiation. The purpose of the learning mechanism
is to endow the RAs with the capability of learning which proposals are seen as
the best from the point of view of the OA and, at the same time, to maximize its
own specic utility. We consider our learning mechanism a multi-agent learning
topic not only because there are multiple agents learning concurrently but also
because the agents have to understand what decisions (and actions) will help
them to help the other agents. The agents have to learn how to improve its
performance and still not to damage the performance of the other agents.
The rest of this paper is structured as it follows. In Section 2 we present
the related work. Section 3 is the main one, in which we present our learning
mechanism. The experiments made and results are presented in Section 4 and
we conclude in Section 5.
2

Related Work

The learning process in multi-agent systems has been developed according to
dierent methodologies: supervised learning, non supervised learning and reinforcement learning [11] [8]. Our intent is to present a mechanism that follows
this last methodology and therefore we will not explore nor the concepts nor the
systems using the other methodologies. We have chosen reinforcement learning
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since it seems the one that best adapts to the context where we want to implement the learning mechanism: the environment is very dynamic. Note that it is
either impractical or useless to obtain examples of what the agents should do
because humans can not be aware of all constraints of the environment and the
solutions proposed by humans are not always the best possible ones. Therefore,
the agents should learn by interaction. We have used Q-Learning [13], which is a
popular reinforcement learning algorithm whose performance has been studied
in several application domains such as [7] or [12].
The studies [14], [9] and [6] are good examples on how to use learning in the
context of a negotiation. However, the agents participating in the negotiation are
either only competing or just collaborating, and they do not need to be concerned
both with their own utility and the overall utility of the system. Nevertheless,
these systems provided a good basis to the development of the mechanism we
present in this paper.
According to Panait & Luke [5] cooperative agents try, through interaction
and together, to perform a given task or maximize a global utility. The authors
divide the several mechanisms by team learning or concurrent learning. In team
learning the group of agents is seen as a team and there is only a single learning
mechanism which is shared by all team members. Opposed to this approach is
concurrent learning, where each member of the team has its own mechanism that
is running concurrently to the others. We will not enumerate the advantages
and disadvantages of each approach, which can be found at [5]. Concurrent
learning seems to be the method more suitable for the problem we present in this
paper, since it showed to be well suited for agents competing and, simultaneously,
allows a decomposition of the problem in sub-problems. This last characteristic is
specially important when the state space is larger, since it decreases signicantly
comparing with team learning, leading thus to a decrease of complexity.
In concurrent learning there are important issues to be considered [5], whether
in a cooperative or competitive environment. One of them is the dynamics of the
environment since there are multiple agents learning concurrently. The agents
are likely to develop a cyclic adaptive behaviour to the other agents strategy.
If the agents are cooperative, the responsibility to solve a given task should be
shared by the entire team. The outcomes of performing an action, whether they
are good or bad, should be shared and distributed among all agents. This is
directly related to reward assignment, which is an important area discussed in
researches such as [4] and [1].
Other important issue to consider in systems with cooperative agents is the
development of a selsh behaviour. In other words, the agent is not wanted to
have high utility values whereas the global utility of the system is low. Therefore
their consciousness about what actions improve the overall utility must be strong
and should be preferable to the actions that lead him to a selsh behaviour.
An agent should try to learn about the decisions of the other agents in the
environment so it can execute its own actions accordingly to the team behaviour.
2. RELATED WORK
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Learning Mechanism

The learning mechanism we are proposing may be applied in dierent contexts.
For better understanding the underlying concepts we will use the Disruption
Management in Airline Operations Control Center (AOCC) application domain.
MASDIMA [2] [3] provides the AOCC with an ecient tool for solving disruptions through a process of negotiation. A disruption is an interruption to
the regular ow of the airline operational plan that may rise a problem aecting three dierent and interdependent dimensions: aircraft, crew member and
passenger. There are three respondent agents responsible for each one of these
dimensions: Aircraft Manager, Crew Member Manager and Passenger Manager.
These Managers1 have to propose integrated solutions compliant with the dependency between dimensions to the organizer agent, which is called Supervisor.
Each Manager does not achieve a solution by itself. Instead, it starts by solving the problem for its own dimension and then it asks the other Managers to
complete its solution by complying with restrictions that are imposed to them.
Consider that any solution is composed as described in Formula 1. There are
two attributes by dimension (cost and delay). The Aircraft, Crew Member and
Passenger dimensions are represented by A, C and P , respectively.
Solution =< costA , delayA , costC , delayC , costP , delayP >

(1)

Each Manager sends its integrated solution to the Supervisor for evaluation. The
Supervisor agent has a private (the Managers do not know them) utility function
and preference values that are used for evaluating the proposals received. The
Supervisor must choose a winner proposal in each round and communicate the
result to the Manager agents. Each Manager receives feedback only about its
own proposal. The feedback consists in information if its proposal won the last
round and a qualitative value given to each attribute of its proposal. Note that
these values do not reveal the exact value of the preferences of the Supervisor
agent.
Our intent is to provide the Manager agents with learning capabilities that
allow the agents to eciently adapt their proposals to the Supervisor agent
preferences, which they do not know. As we stated in Section 2, it is our opinion
that the learning mechanism should use a reinforcement learning algorithm based
on the feedback sent by the Supervisor about the Manager's last proposal.
In Q-Learning algorithm there is a value associated to each state−action pair
called q − value. The state − action pair represents the execution of an action
when the agent is at a given state. The q − value represents the estimated
expected accumulated reward that is achieved by executing a given action in a
given state. The q − value will increase or decrease according to the quality of
the new state achieved. The greater the q − value, the better is the pair.
Each Manager agent has its own knowledge and is responsible only for part
of the problem. Also, the Manager agents have a double role in the negotiation:
they have to cooperate in order to build integrated solutions but they are also
1

The Manager agents play the role of RAs described in section 1.
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competing to be the winner of the negotiation. These two facts withdrew the idea
of team learning. The agents do not share knowledge, as they are responsible
for dierent dimensions. Yet, we must not forget that the Manager agents are
competing against each other. By sharing the same learning process they would
have access to the same strategy, which goes against the principles of competition. In our approach we used concurrent learning: each Manager agent has
its own learning mechanism. This approach, besides solving the problems listed
above, has the advantage of reducing the state space of the mechanism, which is
very important for a fast convergence. When a Manager asks the other Managers
to complete its partial solution, it is already imposing certain restrictions that
those Managers can not violate, so that the dependencies between dimensions
are guaranteed. They must complete the solution according to the plan already
dened by the rst Manager. In our opinion, they do not have the same responsibility than the rst Manager in its proposal. If any reward, whether it is good
or bad, is to be distributed by all Managers, we have to consider the weight of
responsibility on that proposal of each Manager.
When modelling the learning mechanism, we tried to express what we had
previously said by designing three dierent learning engines (algorithm running
instances) for each Manager. One was for the negotiation with the Supervisor,
while the other two were for requests between the Managers. Preliminary results
showed that these engines were too restrictive when presenting proposals. We
decided to modify certain aspects of the rst mechanism that leads us to a new
version with dierent preliminary results. We will explain both mechanisms and
stress its main dierences. The rst version of the mechanism is named A while
the nal version is named B .
In A, the idea is to avoid mixing the dierent contexts of negotiation. The
Manager is not in the same situation when he is dealing with the Supervisor or
when he is responding to the other Manager requests. This was why we came
with the idea of creating three dierent learning engines per Manager. The rst
agent should inform the other Managers about the feedback received, and it is up
to them to update their learning engines and to improve their partial solutions,
even with all restrictions that the rst Manager imposed.
In B , we disabled the learning engines between Managers. Each Manager
has only one engine that is used for the negotiation with the Supervisor. In
this approach, we try to make the Manager that imposes restrictions to have
more consciousness about his collaborators capabilities, and to act accordingly
to them. This is done through the representation of the state and reward. We
will describe these dierences in the next subsection.
3.1

State, Action and Reward

The state is a knowledge representation of the present situation of the agent. The
representation of the state in A and B can be stated as Formulas 2 and 3. In the
application domain we are using as case study the solution changes according
to the problem being solved which is characterized mainly by the cause and
resources aected. We believe that the state must express this information. The
3. LEARNING MECHANISM
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attribute cause may have 13 distinct values, which correspond to the main causes
of disruptions we have identied. The attribute resource varies according to the
dimension, but we have considered only 2 distinct values in each dimension. The
values of these attributes are connected to the application domain and we believe
not to be necessary their denition to the comprehension of the problem.
The learning mechanism should allow the Manager to learn how to improve
its own proposals. The Manager must have knowledge about its current situation in the negotiation. The qualitative feedback received is included in the
representation of the state through costF eedback and delayF eedback attributes.
(2)

A : state =< cause, resource, costF eedback, delayF eedback >
B : state =< cause, resource, costF eedback, delayF eedback, agents >

(3)

costF eedback, delayF eedback ∈ {veryhigh, high, ok, low}
agents ∈ {good, bad, verybad}

The dierence between the two representations is the attribute agents, which
tries to express the other two Managers situation and exists only in the representation of the mechanism B . Its value is calculated according to the quality of
the feedback given to the attributes of the other dimensions. To calculate this
quality we assigned a punctuation to each value of the feedback (veryhigh is
2.0, high is 1.0, ok is 0.0 and low is 0.5) and, after counting all points, a nal
value is given according to the Formula 4.

 if 0 ≥ points ≤ 2,
agents = if 2 > points ≤ 4,


if points > 4,

good
bad
very bad.

(4)

The agents attribute will allow the Manager to have more consciousness about
the other Managers situation, since its own state depends on the feedback assigned to the attributes of the other Managers dimensions. In mechanism A the
state expresses only the individual situation of each Manager.
The representation of an action is the same for both mechanisms A and B
and is presented in Formula 5. Both attributes costAction and delayAction refer
to an action to apply on the value of the correspondent attributes of the partial
solution proposal. Their value shall increase, decrease or be the same, according
to the action inc, dec or keep, respectively.
action =< costAction, delayAction >

(5)

costAction, delayAction ∈ {inc, dec, keep}

The reward received by each Manager depends on whether it is the winner of
the round or not. If so, it will receive a value that will increase the q − value of
the pair state-action selected. Otherwise, it will receive a penalization according
to the feedback received (grater values to worst classications).

A:R=



if winner,
if loser,
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penalizationi .
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if winner, m P
(7)
m
m
if loser,
i=1 penalizationi × discounti .
2 −
In both Equations 6 and 7 m is the number of attributes considered. In A
(Equation 6) the Manager does not use the feedback given to the attributes of
the other dimensions (m = 2). Its penalization is calculated only according to
the feedback given to the attributes of its own dimension. In B (Equation 7),
the penalization received depends on all attributes (m = 6). We have applied a
discount factor to the attributes of the other dimensions. If the attribute belongs
to the dimension discount is 1.0, if not is 0.4. With this discount factor we tried
to take into account the degree of responsibility of each Manager in the solution
proposal, which we think may be dierent.

B:R=



3.2 Workow
We will give a practical example of the workow. Imagine that the Supervisor has
given the feedback represented at Formula 8 to the Aircraft Manager proposal
which was not the winner of this round.
Aircraf tP roposalF eedback =< ok, low, high, ok, veryhigh, low >

(8)

In mechanism A, the Aircraft Manager must communicate the partial feedback to the respective manager. The Crew Member Manager will receive only its
part of the feedback, which are the third and forth attributes, as well as the Passenger Manager, which will receive the fth and sixth attributes. Each Manager
will then update its learning mechanism engine. While the Aircraft Manager is
updating the engine for direct negotiation with the Supervisor, the other two are
updating an engine for the request of the Aircraft Manager. These engines will
not inuence the Managers on their negotiation with the Supervisor. They will
inuence their behaviour only when the Aircraft Manager asks them to complete
its solution.
In mechanism B the Aircraft Manager will not communicate the feedback to
any Manager. Its part of the feedback will be used to build the state. The other
attributes will be used to calculate the fth attribute of the state, as represented
in the Formula 9.
B : Aircraf tState =< cause, resource, ok, low, bad >

(9)

In mechanism A, the responsibility of improving the Crew Member and Passenger Manager proposals only belongs to these agents. They know what was
their evaluation and they must adapt their partial solutions to the feedback
sent by the Aircraft Manager. However, they already have the set of restrictions imposed by the Aircraft Manager. From the preliminary results, it is our
opinion that the learning mechanism resulted in more restrictions hindering the
Managers in presenting more valuable proposals.
With mechanism B , we tried to make the Aircraft Manager more cooperative
and exible to its collaborators. We wanted the Aircraft Manager not to select
only the actions that are better for itself, but those that are more useful for all
Manager agents and thus for the overall system.
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Experimentation, Results and Discussion

We have performed experiments with three dierent approaches: the system
without the learning mechanisms (NL), the system using the learning mechanism A (LA) and the system using the learning mechanism B (LB) as presented
in the previous section. It is important to point out that the performance of
the system without any learning mechanism has already been compared to the
performance of the traditional sequential approach used in the AOCC in previous researches [2]. Therefore, we will not focus on the improvements over this
traditional approach but we only compare the three versions (NL, LA and LB)
regarding the new MAS-based approach.
Our system was developed and tested using real data from TAP Portugal
airline company. For the experiments we used the records of a whole month of
airline operations which contained 49 case problems aecting the plan. The data
presented for each version is an average of n sequential executions of the system.
In each execution the system solves and presents a solution for the 49 existent
case problems. The results obtained and presented bellow are extracted from the
achieved solutions in those three executions. The metrics we use to compare the
dierent versions of the system are dened as it follows:
 Average Global Utility This value is calculated according to the global
utility of each winner solution, which is a value that expresses the cost and
delays implied by all dimensions of a specic solution, according to the preferences of the Supervisor[2]. The less are the costs and delays the higher is
the utility of the solution. Higher utilities are best. The value varies in the
range [0,1] and is calculated as it follows:
Pn
Uglobal =

e=1 (Uglobal e )

n

(10)

Uglobal e is the arithmetic average of the global utility of each winner solution

for the case problems included in one execution of the system.

 Average Aircraft Manager Utility This value is calculated according to
the individual Aircraft Manager utility (UA ) of each winner solution, which
is a value that expresses the cost and delays of its dimension for a specic
solution, according to the preferences of the Aircraft Manager [2]. The less
are the costs and delays of its dimension the higher is the utility of the
solution. Higher utilities are best. The value varies in the range [0,1] and is
calculated as it follows:
Pn
(UAe )
UA = e=1
(11)
n

UAe is the arithmetic average of the utility of the aircraft partial-solution

included in the negotiation winner solution for the Aircraft Manager, for the
case problems included in one execution of the system.
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 Average Crew Member Manager Utility This value is calculated similarly to Average Aircraft Manager Utility. However, once we are calculating
the individual Crew Member Manager utility (UC ) [2], we will have to replace UAe for UC e and UA for UC in Equation 11.
 Average Passenger Manager Utility This value is calculated similarly
to Average Aircraft Manager Utility. However, once we are calculating the
individual Passenger Manager utility (UP ) [2], we will have to replace UAe
for UP e and UA for UP in Equation 11.
 Average ∆ to the Domain Optimal Solution Taking the initial operational plan as the optimal solution, one can compare the dierence between
the utility of the optimal solution (U opti ) and the utility of the solution
achieved by the system (U globali ), for each case problem i.
∆ (optimal)i = U opti − U globali
Pn
∆ (optimal) =

e=1 (∆ (optimal)e )

n

(12)
(13)

∆ (optimal)e is the arithmetic average of the ∆ to the domain optimal so-

lution of all case problems included in one execution of the system.

The Utility Functions for each agent are dierent, including the weights and
preferred values. We start our analysis by comparing the average of the utilities
of the solutions achieved by each approach. As one can see in Figure 1, the system
already had a very good average on the global perspective when working without
any mechanism of learning. Nevertheless, both the approaches LA and LB were
capable of increasing this value, specially the approach LB, which increased the
global utility in 3.0% when compared with NL. The most interesting results were
those related to the individual utility of each Manager. Although the approach
LA registered some improvements over NL, it was with the approach LB that
the agents increased their individual utility in a signicant way.
This results are, in our opinion, the conrmation of our hypothesis over
the approaches LA and LB. In LA we tried to make the Managers that were
requested more responsible for the proposals, by implementing a learning engine
between Managers. This method lead to too much restrictions, since they had to
calculate the partial solution taking into account the restrictions of the Manager
that made the request (due to the fact of having interdependent dimensions).
The Manager who requested the partial solution was not taking into account
that its solution could aect the others, given the restrictions associated: it took
the selsh position by proposing what was individually more useful for itself.
This was also true for the Managers who were requested. They were trying to
reach a global solution only by measuring their own utility.
Unlike the approach LA, in LB the Managers requesting the partial-solutions
are even more responsible. They have a broader perspective of the integrated
4. EXPERIMENTATION, RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
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Fig. 1.

Average of utilities for each Manager and for the global system by approach.

solution and they can adapt their partial solutions to the other Manager's performance. Without the restrictive engines of the mechanism A, and together
with the rst Manager strategy of taking into consideration their capabilities,
the other Managers were capable of completing the solution, complying with
the dependencies between dimensions and with more utility values for themselves. This resulted in solutions with increased global utility. We consider to
have achieved a state of mutual cooperation between the agents: the agents try
to help the others as much as possible.
Once the environment where the agents are is also competitive, we consider
that each agent has individually taken advantage of the approach LB. Comparing
LB to NL (see Figure 1), the lowest increment in the individual utility of all
Managers was of 16.2% which is a considerable progress. Even when compared
to LA, the lowest increment was of 9.7% which is also a signicant increase.
Looking at the results in Figure 2, we can verify that the LB approach reects improvements over both approaches LA and NL, for its solution are closer,
in terms of utility, to the initial planning and scheduling of the operational
plan. Given these results, we think we have achieved, with the approach LB,
a good multi-agent learning mechanism for both competitive and cooperative
environments, once the results show improvements in the individual utility of
the respondent agents without having a negative impact over the global utility
of the system.
4. EXPERIMENTATION, RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
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Average ∆ to the Domain Optimal Solution (lower values are better).

Summary

Our main goal was to present a learning mechanism suitable for a group of agents
that need to collaborate among them even though they are in a negotiation
environment and, therefore, competing against each other.
The learning mechanism should allow them to understand what proposals
were more useful not only from their point of view but also from a global perspective of the system. We used reinforcement learning concepts for the implementation of the mechanism.
First we introduced the problem from a broad perspective and then we used
the application domain of Disruption Management in Airline Operations Control
Center as the context to our hypothesis and experiments.
Two learning mechanisms with dierent architectures and concepts were presented. In the rst learning mechanism (A) we proposed a more individual point
of view for each agent, although with a certain concern from the agents in helping each other. Yet, this concern was still a little bit selsh as the agent was
measuring only its own individual utility even when helping the others. The
second learning mechanism we proposed came out as an evolution of the rst.
In the learning mechanism B , we tried to make the agent conscious about the
situation of the other agents. We modelled all other agents current situation into
the agent's own state so that the agent could be more reasonable in its proposals
formulation taking into account other agents capabilities.
Our experiments were done using dierent versions of MASDIMA, which
is a multi-agent system for solving disruptions in previous plans: without any
learning mechanism, with the version A of the learning mechanism and with the
nal and improved version B of the learning mechanism. The results presented
5. SUMMARY
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show that learning mechanism B had the best performance, providing an ecient
learning mechanism for these kind of environments.
It is our opinion that the nal version of the learning mechanism presented
can be applied to other contexts involving both cooperative and competitive
environments. However, since we did not tested the mechanism outside the Disruption Management application domain, further research is needed in order to
be more conclusive.
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